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be either positive or negative (2, 3). This causes several problems:
opposite signs or extreme values (too large or too small) are often
obtained, which can jeopardize the user benefit analysis. Bounded
distributions overcome these problems (4, 5), but still assume a
well-shaped distribution and can overestimate the true mean toward
the bounds, distorting the welfare measures (6).

The most recent and promising advances adopt nonparametric
models to capture the randomness in individuals’ tastes. Here, the
shape of the distribution is unknown and defined as part of the estima-
tion process. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature
to estimate semiparametric or nonparametric random coefficients in
discrete choice models. Dong and Koppelman use two points along
each of the parameter dimensions to represent the distribution and a
Bayesian approach to recover their mass and the associated proba-
bilities (7). Using a real data set they found that maximum likelihood
mixed logit failed to recover the true mass points from simulated
data and that the mass point mixed logit is superior to the parametric
mixed logit. Hess et al. propose a discrete mixture of generalized
extreme value (GEV) models over a finite set of distinctive support
points (8). Two or three support points distribution are estimated on
the Danish value of time data, and up to six points discrete mixture of
GEV are compared with mixture of two normals in a simulated
study (9). Fosgerau employs various nonparametric techniques to
investigate the distribution of travel-time savings from a stated
choice experiment (10). The methodology adopted does not account
for repeated observations and applies only to binomial choices.
Recently, Fosgerau and Bierlaire proposed a seminonparametric
specification to test whether a random parameter of a discrete choice
model follows a given (normal or lognormal) distribution (11). The
test is adapted for just one random parameter at a time. Finally Bastin
et al. propose a new nonparametric approach for explicitly estimating
the shape of the unknown distributions, expressed via their cumulative
distributions, as part of the complete calibration procedure (F. Bastin,
C. Cirillo, and F. L. Toint, Estimating Non-Parametric Random Util-
ity Models with an Application to the Value of Time in Heterogeneous
Populations, under review, Transportation Science).

All these applications focus simply on random parameter estima-
tion and on the derivation of the point estimates of willingness to pay
(WTP). WTP is perhaps the most popular benefit measure in transport
studies, but it represents a point estimate and its validity as a benefit
measure is limited to small changes in the variables that do not make
individuals change alternatives. Moreover, the extensive work devoted
to exploring the implications of random taste heterogeneity in WTP is
questionable because WTP per se (i.e., the ratio between the marginal
utility of the attribute one wants to evaluate and the marginal utility
of cost) is used only in the rule-of-half, the most aggregated of the
welfare measures (12, 13). All other welfare measures, including the
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The ultimate objective of most practical transport modeling is the eval-
uation of the economic impacts of alternative policy measures. During the
past decade, significant advances have been made in the ability of oper-
ational models to accommodate flexible patterns of taste heterogeneity.
The majority of applications use parametric distributions in which the
parameters of the distribution are specified a priori. However, in reality
individual tastes rarely follow a standard distribution, especially in the
extremes of the distribution in which behavior is likely to differ substan-
tially from that of the rest of the population. The major problem in these
cases is the suitability of estimated models for determining economic
welfare because they may yield erroneous or counterintuitive results.
Recent research proposes using nonparametric models to capture
randomness in individuals’ tastes, in which the shape of the unknown
distribution is defined as part of the estimation process. But there is still
no evidence regarding the implication of using these more advanced
model structures for determining economic welfare. The aim of this
paper is to investigate to what extent imposing a well-shaped distribution
of individual tastes affects the appraisal of transport policy measures.
In particular the focus is on random taste heterogeneity. With the use
of simulated data, an investigation is done on how parametric and non-
parametric models perform under different assumptions for true taste
distributions. Finally, implications of the accuracy of alternative methods
of computing benefit measures are critically analyzed.

The use of transport demand models for assessing user benefits is a
basic element of the transport planning process, and considerable
effort has been devoted to improving the capabilities of travel
demand modeling techniques. Following the rapid adoption of the
mixed multinomial logit (MMNL) model, one issue that has received
a great deal of research attention is the characterization of taste dis-
tributions (1). Most applications use parametric distributions (either
bounded or unbounded), in which the shape of the distribution is
specified a priori by the analyst. Unbounded distributions by construc-
tion may have long tails and zero values and may allow parameters to
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logsum, require that the marginal utility of income be estimated
separately from any other parameter.

Few studies in the literature analyze the welfare implications of
the presence of taste heterogeneity for nonmarginal changes. Train’s
analysis of anglers’ choice of fishing sites found that a random param-
eter mixed logit model and a multinomial logit model gave practically
the same welfare measure but only when the policy implies a change
of the same absolute value in all alternatives (14). This result is
interesting because, in this particular case (i.e., when an alternative
generic attribute is increased by the same absolute quantity in all
alternatives), the benefit is exactly equal to the WTP multiplied by the
absolute quantity by which the attribute is increased. Therefore this
result falls in the WTP category. On the contrary, when the policy
implies different changes among alternatives, Train found that account-
ing or not for random taste heterogeneity yields significantly different
estimated benefits. Persson analyzes, in regard to health economics,
the welfare implications of a change in the price of different inputs
but using only the mean value of the random coefficients (15). Dis-
regarding the extra information provided by the distribution of the
parameters equates to treating the MMNL as a multinomial logit
(MNL) model; therefore the measure adopted by Persson cannot be
considered entirely correct.

In the transportation context, Amador et al. computed the benefit
measures in the travel time parameter when accounting for random
taste heterogeneity (16). Their main finding was that estimates from
a simple logit model underestimate the benefit by as much as 32% as
compared with the benefit obtained using a random parameter logit
model. Cherchi and Polak highlighted a new problem related to the
consistency in the treatment of heterogeneity between estimation and
benefit calculation (6). They found that errors in modeling random
heterogeneity can have unpredictable effects on benefit estimates.
Although the estimation of user benefit generally improves with the
quality of the specification of heterogeneity, cases arise in which good
results can be obtained with a very poorly specified model.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is still no evidence
on the implications of using nonparametric model structures for
determining economic welfare for nonmarginal changes.

The overall aim of this paper is twofold. The first objective is to
investigate to what extent nonparametric models are able to recover
situations in which individual tastes are characterized by nonsymmet-
ric distributions, and in particular by different behavior in the tails.
The paper provides further evidence on the capability of more flex-
ible techniques recently proposed in the literature to reproduce ill-
shaped distributions. This is an interesting issue that, notwithstanding
recent advances, has not been fully explored. In addition, by focusing
attention on the compensating variation and on the logsum measure,
the implication of different taste patterns on the appraisal of transport
policy measures is studied. A controlled experiment was set up to con-
centrate on the “pure” effect of taste heterogeneity. This procedure has
the advantage of enabling the analyst to explore the effects of differ-
ent specification errors, without incurring the practical complications
and uncertainties due to real survey data treatment. Moreover, the use
of pseudo-observed individuals allows calculation of the exact com-
pensating variation and the ability to compute, for each individual, the
difference between the expectation and the “real” benefit.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
reviews the parametric and the nonparametric approaches for model-
ing taste heterogeneity in the mixed logit model. Next, there is a brief
outline of the welfare economic concepts in discrete choice situa-
tions and a discussion on how the assumptions behind aggregate ben-
efit measures (conventionally used in practice) reduce the explanatory
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capability of the mixed logit models. A description of the design of
the numerical experiments undertaken is given next, followed by the
results of the models estimated. The final section draws conclusions
from the analysis and highlights key issues, for practitioners and
researchers.

ACCOUNTING FOR RANDOM HETEROGENEITY
IN MMNL MODEL

The MMNL is any model whose choice probabilities can be
expressed as the integral of standard logit probabilities, evaluated 
at parameters β, over a density f of parameters (17 ):

where

Pqj = unconditional probability of individual q choosing alterna-
tive j among any ith alternative belonging to her or his set
(Iq) of available alternatives,

Ω = population parameters of the distribution, and
Lqj = probability of individual q choosing alternative j conditional

on β.

The only requirement for an MMNL model is that the random com-
ponent of individual utility have an additive GEV Type 1 error, which
generates the standard logit probability, and the vector of parameters β
can assume any desired distribution (or can be fixed). In fact, as
demonstrated by McFadden and Train, any well-behaved random
utility model can be approximated to any degree of accuracy by an
MMNL model (1).

The typical MMNL model with parametric distribution of the ran-
dom parameters is obtained assuming that Lqj is the typical simple
logit formula, such that the unconditional probability of individual q
choosing alternative j takes the following form:

where Xqj is a vector of known (by the modeler) characteristics 
of alternative j for individual q; βqj ≈ f(β �bj, Σ) is a vector of taste
parameters distributed over the population, according to a pre-
defined density f, with mean bj, and variance–covariance matrix Σ,
to be estimated.

The continuous mixed distribution in Equation 2 is typically
estimated through simulation, over R repetitions:

Following Train, in regard to the mixed logit model, a non-
parametric model can be viewed as a discrete mixing distribution with
a sufficient number of support points (18). In fact, let sc = f(βc �Ω)
be the share of the population that has coefficient βc for each class
c = 1, . . . , C. In this case the unconditional probability of individ-
ual q choosing alternative j will be the summation over the C classes
of the continuous mixed distribution:
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where φ( c, Σc) is the unconditional density of the parameters in
each class.

Most studies on parameter estimation without assumptions on the
underlying distributions are concerned with discrete distributions.
In this paper continuous nonparametric distributions are adopted
based on B-spline, recently introduced in mixed logit estimation by
Bastin et al. (see documentation above). Here, each component of the
random vector inherent in the mixed logit function is itself random;
if independence between these components is assumed, each com-
ponent can be considered separately. If X is a univariate random
distribution, a well-known technique to generate draws from its dis-
tribution consists in sampling from a uniform on [0,1] and in apply-
ing the inverse cumulative distribution function FX

−1 to these draws.
It is furthermore assumed that the random variable X has a bounded
support based on B-spline functions. The bounded support assumption
is not unduly restrictive because extreme behavior, corresponding
to values of X tending to plus or minus infinity, is usually undesirable.
In many practical cases the bounded support assumption can be an
advantage rather than a drawback.

A B-spline function of degree p is a polynomial function of
degree p, defined on the interval [a, b] that can be expressed as a
linear combination of n + 1 basis functions Ni,p(u) as follows:

The coefficients P0, P1, . . . , Pn are called the control points, and
u is the knot vector (u0 = a, u1, . . . , um = b). The basis functions can
be constructed by recurrence on the degree p:

and

so that n is equal to m − p − 1.
The knot vector chosen for the purpose of this paper is the non-

periodic (clamped or open) knot vector that takes the form

In which the first and last knots have the multiplicity of p + 1.
In this application cubic B-spline is considered, and therefore

p = 3 is set.

ACCOUNTING FOR RANDOM HETEROGENEITY
IN WELFARE MEASURES

The welfare definition, “the compensating variation in income, whose
loss would just offset the fall in price, and leave the consumer no
better off than before,” was proposed by Hicks in 1956 (19). The
compensating variation (CV) thus represents the minimum amount by
which a consumer would have to be compensated after a price change
to stay at the same level of utility as before. [This paper refers simply
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to the CV because it is the most commonly used welfare measure.
In fact the CV is evaluated at the new prices but at the initial utility,
while the analogous measure (the equivalent variation) is evaluated
at the old prices but at the final utility level, which is often impossible
to compute in practice.]

Following the general notation proposed by McFadden (20), the
compensating variation for a change in the transport attributes from
(c ′qj, t ′qj, X ′qj) to (c″qj, t″qj, X ″qj) is the quantity CV such that

where

U(·) = utility that individual q obtains from a particular travel
choice j;

cj and tj = travel cost and time for alternative j, respectively;
Xqj = vector of other observed attributes of travel;
sq = vector of individual’s observed characteristics;

ηqj = vector of unobserved attributes of travel and individual
characteristics; and

Iq = set of alternatives available to each individual.

In the most general case, computing the CV is a challenging task,
because it depends on η, whose distribution induces a distribution of
income compensation levels. Because in real cases ηq is unknown, the
best approximation of the “real” CV one can estimate is its expected
value (E[CV(I − cj, tj, Xqj; sq, ηq)]). Moreover, since the expectation
is not preserved by nonlinearities, if the utility is nonlinear in income
and thus in CV (i.e., in the presence of income effect) the compen-
sating variation is not independent on the maximization over j and
thus on the expectation. In this case, McFadden proposes a simula-
tion procedure that consists in drawing a vector of random terms (η),
searching iteratively for the value of CV that satisfies Equation 9 and
calculating the mean of the CV(r) over the R iterations of these two
steps (20).

The logsum measure is derived from Equation 9 under the
assumptions that there is no income effect and that at least one of the
unknown terms (say, ηqj = {βqj, �qj}) is additive with a GEV Type 1
distribution. The first assumption, as said before, makes the CV inde-
pendent of the expectation and allows (i.e., it produces correct results)
calculation of CV as the quantity that equates the expected maximum
utility before and after policy application. The second assumption
allows one to derive the typical logsum formula because the expected
maximum utility of a GEV Type 1 distribution is equal to the logsum
expression plus a constant (21, 22). A detailed derivation of the bene-
fit measures can be found in Cherchi and Polak (23). Hence, if the
utility in Equation 9 reduces to U(•) = −λqc″jq + fj(tqj, Xqj, sq; βqj) + �qj,
with λq the marginal utility of income and �qj GEV Type 1, the expected
compensating variation (E[CV]) is given by

Equation 10 does not require that individual tastes (or the marginal
utility of income or any other parameters) be fixed over the population.
In fact, the logsum formula also holds in the presence of random
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heterogeneity. In the case of the unconditional welfare measure, the
individual compensating variation can be computed through simu-
lation (SCV), that is, drawing βr from the joint distribution of the
random parameters (10), calculating CVq with Equation 9 or 10 and
averaging over R repetitions:

The method was defined for the parametric distributions, in which
each βr is drawn from the underlying distribution, its mean and stan-
dard deviation being known. In the case of nonparametric models,
the method is analogous, but each βr is drawn from the following
polynomial function defined previously:

Finally, the estimate of the aggregate logsum for the population is

where each individual in the sample represents a certain number
of individuals in the population, so it is the weight, δq, of each 
individual q on the population.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

To explore the effect of taste heterogeneity on benefit measures a
collection of data sets was simulated in which pseudo-observed
individuals behave according to a choice process determined by
the analyst. These individuals were generated from a kernel of
data drawn from a sample of real individuals collected in 1998 for
a mode choice study among car, bus, and train (24). The advantage
of using this kernel is that it provides both detailed level of service
(LOS) information for alternative modes and extensive socio-
economic information on the individuals and on the distributional
properties of these attributes across the sample. By so doing it was
possible to approximate the generated data set, be it simulated, to
a real situation.

The variables (type, average values, and standard deviations)
used to build the simulated utility function are shown in Table 1.
For the LOS variables, a truncated normal distribution has been
adopted to guarantee that the minimum and maximum values 
of each attribute do not exceed the limits measured in the real
sample.

In the experiment the utility functions assigned to each individ-
ual q are linear in the parameters and in the attributes. The model
specification includes a full set of alternative specific constants and
four level of service variables [travel time (tt), travel cost (c), waiting
time (wt), and frequency of public transportation ( f )].
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In the case of fixed parameters the values of the parameters
were taken from an MNL estimated with the above real data and
have the following point values: travel time (−0.1), cost (−0.6),
walking time (−0.22), frequency (0.6), car specific constant (2.0),
and train specific constant (−0.5).

The additive random term (�qj) in Equation 14 is GEV Type 1.
This is a useful assumption because it is consistent with the basic
structure of the MMNL and with the logsum welfare measure used
in the application. Taste heterogeneity was then introduced by
allowing car travel time to vary randomly over the population. Four
samples were generated by drawing from truncated normal distri-
butions with different means, standard deviations; and mass points at
zero (Table 2). Table 2 also shows the Persson’s skewness coeffi-
cient, which measures the asymmetry of the distribution, defined as
Sk = 3(µ − Md)/σ (where µ is the mean, σ the standard deviation, and
Md the median). Each sample contained 6,000 pseudoindividuals.
Truncated distributions create samples in which two classes of behav-
ior can be identified: one characterized by random taste (i.e., normal)
and the other with deterministic preferences. This produces a very
interesting case study; situations in which the real taste distribution
in the sample does not have exactly the same shape assumed in the
estimation are very likely to arise. This problem will be explored in the
section on results, and its effect on the calculation of user benefits
will be discussed.

To evaluate the implications of the assumption about random
heterogeneity on the benefit measures, the true compensating vari-
ation (CV_true) was computed using Equation 9, and the true param-
eters were generated as described above. The method comprises the
following three steps:

1. Compute the corresponding random utility for each individual
and each alternative,

2. Search for the maximum over the alternatives, and
3. Calculate the CVs that equate the two maxima for each 

individual.

This is therefore an exact measure of the compensating variation
and will be used as a reference measure. The logsum is then calculated
by applying Equation 10, and the error is computed with respect to
the reference measure.

TABLE 1 Variables Used to Build Simulated Systematic 
Utility Functions

Average Standard Truncation Truncation
Value Deviation Upper Limit Lower Limit

Car
tt 16.4 14 2 28
c 1.99 1.3 1 4
wt 2.84 4 1 4

Bus
tt 27.5 13 5 60
c 1.54 0.5 1 3
wt 14.4 7 1 20
f 6 2 1 12

Train
tt 16.9 9.8 4 25
c 1.74 0.5 1 3.5
wt 20.1 9 1 30
f 3 2 1 6

NOTE: Travel and walking time are in minutes, travel cost in euros, 
frequency in number of means per hour, and income in euros per trip.



Calculated by Munizaga et al., the market share predicted under
different model specifications (N̂i) was also compared with the real
market share (Ni) (i.e., the simulated number of individuals choosing
option i under the policy); the following chi-square index was used
for that purpose (25):

MODELING RESULTS

By using the samples described above, several MMNL models were
estimated under the assumptions commonly made in practice in cases
in which modelers have no information about the actual underlying
preferences. In particular, parametric and nonparametric models
were estimated and estimation results were compared on the basis
of (a) goodness-of-fit statistics, (b) their ability to reproduce the true
taste distribution, and (c) their performance in assessing benefits for
nonmarginal changes. Among the parametric models, unbounded
normal and bounded normal were tested (bounds were defined a
priori, not estimated). For comparative purposes simple MNL were
also estimated.

As discussed in the previous section, all simulated individuals have
negative preferences for travel time. However, in practice, underlying
preferences are not known. Therefore modelers typically estimate sev-
eral models using different unbounded and bounded distributions to
characterize these preferences and judge which is the most appropriate
distribution on the basis of the estimation results.

Results of the parametric models, along with the comparison
with the MNL model, are shown in Table 3. The unbounded model
is estimated with the typical normal distribution, which allows for
long positive and negative tails. Long tails of both signs are usually
a drawback in the estimation; however unbounded distributions
have the great advantage of being symmetric, which can be benefi-
cial in regard to accuracy in the estimation of the true distribution’s
mean. The bounded model uses a normal truncated distribution,
with the same truncations used to generate the true parameter distri-
bution (−2 < βq < −0.0001). Bounded distributions are more realis-
tic (these models were estimated using Kenneth Train’s Gauss code,
elsa.berkeley.edu/∼train/software.html), but are also usually skewed,
which may shift the estimated mean significantly with respect to the
true mean (6). For reasons of space the t-test is not shown here, but it
was always far greater than the critical value at 95% significance level.

First note that all models perform fairly well for all samples. As
expected, all models that allow for heterogeneity in tastes perform
much better than the MNL models (the likelihood ratio test is always
rejected at the 95% significance level). In line with the theory, the
values of all parameters in the MNL are lower than the corresponding
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parameters estimated in the MMNL models because the latter have
a smaller variance (and hence a higher scale parameter, as clearly
illustrated in Table 3) (3). The scale, reported for each estimated
parameter, is computed as the ratio between the estimated and the true
parameter and represents indeed the scale of the model. The value of
the scale is not useful per se, but the heterogeneity of the scale param-
eters among the estimated parameters for each model reveals how well
the estimated parameters recover the true ones. The more homo-
geneous the scale, the more the estimated parameters recover the
true ones. For that purpose, the coefficient of variation of the scales
is reported for each model. It is clear that the ability of the MMNL
to recover the true parameters increases as the distribution of the tastes
becomes better shaped (smaller mass points in the tails). As expected
the bounded normal recovers the true parameters better than the
unbounded one, and the MNL is the worst performer. Interestingly
however, the normal distribution performs quite well, and results are
fairly similar to those obtained with truncated normal distribution
for all samples analyzed. Moreover, the marginal superiority of the
bounded over the unbounded distribution does not vary across the
samples (i.e., with skewness of the true taste distribution), confirming
the good behavior of the unbounded normal distributions.

Table 4 shows the results obtained with the nonparametric models.
The spline is constructed using the knot vector {0, 0, 0, 0, 1/10, 2/5,
3/5, 9/10, 1, 1, 1, 1}; eight control points (P1, P2, . . . , P8) have been
estimated, where P1 and P8 give the bounds of the distribution. Monte
Carlo simulations based on 2,000 random draws per individual have
been adopted to simulate the maximum likelihood (these models are
estimated with a modified version of AMLET, available in open
source at www.grt.be/amlet). The adjusted rho-squared (that properly
accounts for the number of estimated parameters, which is higher in
the nonparametric models) is always higher than in the parametric
models, and this superiority is more pronounced for distributions
with large mass points (Sample 1) than for better shaped distributions
(as in Sample 4). In Figure 1 the cumulative distribution function of
car travel time obtained with the B-spline on eight support points
(called spline_10-40-60-90) is compared with the estimated truncated
normals and with a spline based on a different knot vector having
seven control points (spline_25-50-75). The nonparametric models
are able to recover the mass at zero in all samples. The nonparametric
distributions fail to recover the other extreme of the distribution in
the first three samples, and in the fourth sample the negative tail is
correctly recovered. In this latter case, on increasing the knot vector
from seven points to eight points a sharp improvement was observed
in negative tail estimation. Increasing the number of support points
in the nonparametric distribution improves precision, but there is a
limit to the information that can be drawn from extreme behaviors.

How different model specifications affect the computation of
the welfare measures is also explored in Table 5. This is a crucial
analysis, not only because the economic evaluation of alternative

TABLE 2 Simulated Values for Truncated or Censored Normal Distribution

Standard Mass on Mass on Persson’s Skewness
Sample Mean Deviation Inferior Limit (%) Superior Limit (%) Coefficient

1 −0.23 0.29 0.0 41.3 −1.360

2 −0.29 0.32 0.0 33.3 −0.883

3 −0.44 0.38 0.0 18.6 −0.351

4 −0.80 0.43 0.3 3.7 −0.007



policy measures is the ultimate objective of most practical transport
modeling, but also because the welfare measures can provide further
information to evaluate model results other than statistical tests. Indeed,
in line with the findings of other researchers (6, 13), the results seem
to confirm that poorly specified models can sometimes yield the best
results in regard to computation of user benefits for nonmarginal
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changes. Table 5 refers to a simple increase of 25% in car travel time.
The nonparametric models, although slightly superior in regard to
statistical tests, do not reproduce the true welfare values better than do
the parametric models. The welfare measures were computed in both
cases (i.e., for both the parametric and nonparametric distributions),
truncating the taste distributions to assume only negative values. This

TABLE 3 Estimation Results: MNL and Parametric Models

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4

Attribute Estimate Scale Estimate Scale Estimate Scale Estimate Scale

MNL

tt_Car (mean) −0.0426 0.13 −0.0697 0.24 −0.0871 0.20 −0.1499 0.19

tt_Car (SD) — — — —

tt-pt_bus&train −0.0573 0.57 −0.0636 0.64 −0.0662 0.66 −0.0827 0.83

Cost −0.2196 0.37 −0.2613 0.44 −0.2978 0.50 −0.3900 0.65

wt −0.1308 0.59 −0.1393 0.63 −0.1424 0.65 −0.1885 0.86

Freq. 0.3298 0.55 0.3648 0.61 0.3818 0.64 0.4989 0.83

ASC_car 0.3311 0.17 0.5244 0.26 0.0705 0.04 −0.9839 −0.49

ASC_train −0.7583 1.52 −0.7150 1.43 −0.7098 1.42 −0.6297 1.26

L(max) −4,603.69 −4,546.29 −4,566.42 −3,405.01

Rho2 adjusted 0.3004 0.3091 0.3060 0.4822

Coeff.var 0.84 0.66 0.76 1.11

Normal Unbounded

tt_Car (mean) −0.1450 0.44 −0.2516 0.86 −0.4874 1.10 −0.9771 1.22

tt_Car (SD) 0.4973 1.13 0.4142 1.28 0.4851 1.29 0.5317 1.24

tt-pt_bus&train −0.1420 1.42 −0.1411 1.41 −0.1401 1.40 −0.1333 1.33

Cost −0.6888 1.15 −0.7259 1.21 −0.7933 1.32 −0.7789 1.30

wt −0.2955 1.34 −0.2930 1.33 −0.2911 1.32 −0.2950 1.34

Freq. 0.8009 1.33 0.8066 1.34 0.8141 1.36 0.8024 1.34

ASC_car 1.1513 0.58 1.8997 0.95 2.2797 1.14 2.2696 1.13

ASC_train −0.8802 1.76 −0.8089 1.62 −0.7932 1.59 −0.6846 1.37

L(max) −4,356.16 −4,286.84 −4,225.75 −3,111.86

Rho2 adjusted 0.3379 0.3484 0.3577 0.5267

Coeff.var 0.38 0.20 0.12 0.06

Inferior limit 4.8284 3.8902 4.3632 4.3399

Superior limit −5.1184 −4.3935 −5.3379 −6.2940

% of tt_Car > 0 38.53 27.17 15.75 3.31

Normal Bounded

tt_Car (mean) −0.1569 0.47 −0.2619 0.89 −0.5029 1.14 −1.0197 1.27

tt_Car (SD) 0.4909 1.12 0.4258 1.32 0.5023 1.34 0.5660 1.32

tt-pt_bus&train −0.1391 1.39 −0.1399 1.40 −0.1399 1.40 −0.1336 1.34

Cost −0.6808 1.13 −0.7220 1.20 −0.7985 1.33 −0.7803 1.30

wt −0.2904 1.32 −0.2913 1.32 −0.2908 1.32 −0.2957 1.34

Freq. 0.7828 1.30 0.7981 1.33 0.8098 1.35 0.8022 1.34

ASC_car 1.3393 0.67 2.0602 1.03 2.4128 1.21 2.4028 1.20

ASC_train −0.8735 1.75 −0.8085 1.62 −0.7971 1.59 −0.6885 1.38

L(max) −4,348.89 −4,278.48 −4,218.38 −3,110.31

Rho2 adjusted 0.3390 0.3497 0.3588 0.5269

Coeff.var 0.35 0.18 0.10 0.04

Inferior limit 0.2134 0.1252 0.0885 0.0331

Superior limit −2.0192 −2.3047 −2.5820 −2.5991

% of tt_Car > 0 37.46 26.93 15.83 3.58

NOTE: L = log likelihood.



is what Cherchi and Polak called the problem of lack of consistency
between estimation and evaluation (6). No matter what distribution
is taken in the estimation process, in calculating the benefit it is
necessary to constrain the distribution to just the negative part. This
problem typically occurs with the MMNL, and results show that
nonparametric distributions also suffer from this problem.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has explored the use of advanced demand models for
assessing user benefits and determining welfare measures for non-
marginal changes in transportation planning. The application pro-
posed is based not only on parametric distributions, in which the shape
of the distribution is specified a priori (either bounded or unbounded),
but also on more flexible nonparametric techniques. Different methods
have recently been proposed in the literature to capture the random-
ness in individuals’ tastes without imposing a defined distribution,
but no results are reported for the consequent calculations of the
compensating variation.

The analysis is based on four simulated experiments in which
two classes of behavior are present in the sample: one that follows
the normal distribution and a second that has deterministic prefer-
ences (characterized by two masses at the truncation points). The
use of synthetic data is necessary to study the ability of the proposed
techniques, not only to recover the real shape of the individual taste
heterogeneity, but also to correctly reproduce the true compensating
variation in benefit measures.
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Results show that the nonparametric models are in general superior
to the parametric models for all the samples examined in regard to
goodness of fit; this superiority however is not as pronounced for
large mass points at zero. The percentage of the population with zero
value for car travel time is correctly recovered by B-spline in cases
in which the mass at zero is consistent and in which this mass is
fairly small.

From a benefits estimation perspective, the results seem to con-
firm that theoretically “superior” models (i.e., with a superior spec-
ification) do not always yield better results in regard to computation
of user benefits for nonmarginal changes. In this case, in fact, it was
found that the nonparametric models always performed worse than
their parametric counterparts. These results suggest that improving
modeling instruments without considering the measures for which
these modeling outcomes will be used might produce undesirable
erroneous results.

Overall, the work highlights that notwithstanding the major
advances in discrete choice modeling, and particularly in nonparamet-
ric models, significant problems remain in the application of these
techniques to the characterization of taste heterogeneity and related
issues of user benefit assessment. These results are still preliminary but
suggest that the potentiality (benefits and limits) of the nonparametric
models still needs to be fully explored. At the same time, the results
also suggest the need to look more carefully at the implications of using
these more advanced models for computing economic welfare. This
certainly has a strong impact, not only from the research point of
view but, more important, in regard to recommendations that can be
drawn for practitioners.

TABLE 4 Estimation Results: Nonparametric Models

Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4

Attribute Estimate Scale Estimate Scale Estimate Scale Estimate Scale

tt_Car (P1) −1.4736 −1.4600 −1.3143 −2.7382

tt_Car (P2) −1.4736 −1.4600 −1.2777 −1.3617

tt_Car (P3) −1.0870 −0.6268 −1.2777 −1.3617

tt_Car (P4) −0.2745 −0.5263 −0.6693 −1.3617

tt_Car (P5) 0.0497 −0.0222 −0.3726 −0.6856

tt_Car (P6) 0.0497 0.0350 0.0441 −0.6856

tt_Car (P7) 0.0497 0.0350 0.0441 0.0213

tt_Car (P8) 0.0497 0.0368 0.0441 0.0942

tt-P_bus&train −0.1426 1.43 −0.1417 1.42 −0.1406 1.41 −0.1331 1.33

Cost −0.7130 1.19 −0.7257 1.21 −0.8033 1.34 −0.7777 1.30

wt −0.2998 1.36 −0.2963 1.35 −0.2918 1.33 −0.2943 1.34

Freq. 0.8037 1.34 0.8109 1.35 0.8102 1.35 0.7988 1.32

ASC_car 2.1368 1.07 2.5103 1.26 2.6032 1.30 2.3051 1.15

ASC_train −0.8754 1.75 −0.8078 1.62 −0.8062 1.61 −0.6885 1.38

L(max) −4324.29 −4270.21 −4212.97 −3105.47

Rho2 adjusted 0.3418 0.3522 0.3587 0.5289

Coeff.var — 2.22 0.07 0.05

tt_Car (25%) −0.7590 1.33 −0.6284 1.26 −1.0109 1.45 −1.3427 1.22

tt_Car (50%) −0.1260 1.27 −0.2750 1.38 −0.5237 1.31 −1.0237 1.28

tt_Car (75%) 0.0406 −0.0036 36.0 −0.1412 1.48 −0.6550 1.32

% of tt_Car > 0 36.4 25.0 14.0 3.2
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NOTE: 10,000 repetitions were used.
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